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Abstract

The  usage  of  X.509  certificates  and  related  PKI  techniques  is  getting  more  and  more

common.  It  enables  users  to  sign  and  encrypt  messages,  to  use  secure  communication

channels for internet communication and to authenticate themselves to all kind of network

services.  The overall  level  of  security  for  the usage of  public  key  cryptography depends

heavily on that of the private key, which is usually installed on the local host of the user. This

poses not only a security risk but it does also restrict the increasing user demand for mobility.

A solution to these problems can be smart cards and USB-tokens, which store private keys in

such a way that they cannot be retrieved from these. Instead data can be send to these devices

and is being processed, decrypted or signed, by the device itself and only then the results are

provided by these devices for further processing.

These devices are very promising for the widespread usage of PKI. In a PC-dominated world

the USB-tokens have the advantage, that no additional reader is necessary to use them even

on foreign hosts. Both types of devices, smart cards and USB-tokens, still need support by the

underlying operating systems and by the used applications. This makes it very difficult to

decide which token may be successfully used in any given environment and will meet the

demands of the applications and indented usage. This report tries to ease the decision process

when selecting a token for a particular environment and platform.

For this purpose a number of the available tokens were tested together with the most common

applications on the most commonly used operating systems. A reproduceable test framework

was established to ensure the comparability and re-usability of these tests.

Overall it is safe to say in a homogenous environment with commonly used applications the

tested  tokens  perform well.   Nevertheless  rolling  out  tokens  on  a large scale is  still  not

something to be undertaken on a friday afternoon.
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0. Context

0.1 Background

The usage of X.509 and related PKI technology is getting more and more common with SSL

protected websites as the most noticeable example
1
. Yet the use of X.509 certificates as a

secure  means  to  identify  users  (client  certificates)  is  lagging  behind.   So  although  the

technology for users to sign and encrypt messages and to authenticate themselves in a secure

way  to  all  sorts  of  network  services  using  X.509  technology  and  to  sign  and  encrypt

documents and email is available in abundance it is scarcely used. Where in use with endusers

it will usually be in the form of X.509 software tokens. 

 

The overall level of security of applied PKI technology depends heavily on the protection of

the private key. This key is usually stored in software on the machine of the user.  This is

limiting both in terms of the security level as well as for the mobility of the user: a user can

not use different workstations in a simple way.

A solution to both these problems can be found in PKI hardware tokens with currently come

in two flavours: smartcards and USB tokens which store private keys in a secure manner.

These  hardware tokens perform the  critical  encryption,  decryption,  signing and verifying

tasks in a secure environment while at the same time allowing the user to take this secure PKI

environment to another machine and use it there as well.

This makes these devices very promising for widespread usage of PKI technology.  In a PC-

dominated world the USB tokens have the clear advantage: no additional reader equipment is

necessary  to  use  them.  Both  smartcards  and USB tokens  still  need support  in  both  the

underlying operating systems and the applications used.

0.2 Problem statement

Considering the need for support for PKI hardware tokens in both the operating system and

the  applications  and  the  notion  that  not  all  applications  and  operating  systems  will  be

supported by every token available this report evaluates which PKI hardware tokens work for

which operating  systems  and which applications  running  on  that  operating  systems.  The

results should ease the decision process when selecting a token for a particular environment

and platform.

1 [Nash++2002] gives an overview of the possibilities of PKI.
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1. Introduction
Before we will describe the test results it is necessary to explain the environment in which the

tests were carried out. In addition we will explain, which token were selected for the tests and

how we set up the test environment itself. As we will explain below in more detail, it was

mandatory for us to carry out all tests in a reproducable environment and to avoid any side

effects between different products.

1.1. Choice of Operating Systems and Applications

First of all the environment has to be chosen in which the tokens shall be tested. The work is

focussing on the desktop of a typical (average) user, using standard applications for eMail and

WWW. The assumptions  on which  we  based the decisions  which  operating systems and

applications to test are:

� most users use Windows operating systems

� if Unix is used, it is usually one of the big Linux distributions

� the use of already installed applications is most likely

� the usage of cryptography is mostly limited to internet communications (eMail& WWW)

� special applications (for example VPN access) are usually very dependent on vendor

solutions and therefore of less interest.

Operating Systems

Based on the aforementioned assumptions we chose the following operating systems:

� Windows XP: the latest Microsoft operating system provided with most of the actual

hardware, the de facto standard on home users desktops.

� Windows 2000: still the standard for many server installations and on the clients in

commercial environments.

� SuSE Linux 9.2: A modern Linux customized especially for the normal desktop user

Other versions of Windows are not selected because of their age and the missing native support of
USB devices (Windows NT)2.

Applications

2 Some USB tokens even provide their own USB driver  for  Windows NT, while most of the vendors do

concentrate on the versions of Windows with a native USB support.
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On the Windows platform the most commonly available applications are those that  come

installed with the operating system. This makes the Internet Explorer the natural webbrowser

of choice for most users.  The same holds true for Outlook Express as an eMail client in most

standard  home  environments  and  for  MS  Outlook  for  those  (commercial,  larger-scale)

environments where more functionality and tight integration with the MS Office applications

is required.

In the Linux world the standard choice of  web browsers is  less obvious and quite  a  few

browsers browsers have their own loyal user communities. According to a short evaluation of

local server logs the most common Linux browsers found were Mozilla/Netscape, Opera and

Konqueror.  As the impact of the platform independent open source projects is growing we

included the webbrowser Firefox and the eMail client Thunderbird out of these. This results

in the following list of applications to be tested:

eMail clients:

� Outlook Express (Windows)

� Outlook XP - MS Office XP (Windows)

� Thunderbird (Linux + Windows)

� Mozilla (Linux + Windows)

� kmail – KDE (Linux)

Web browsers:

� Internet Explorer (Windows)

� Firefox (Linux + Windows)

� Mozilla (Linux + Windows)

� Opera (Linux + Windows)

� konqueror – KDE (Linux)

PDF documents:

� Adobe Acrobat (Windows)

During the execution of the tests the preliminary test results on Linux made it clear none of the

USB tokens we were testing was compatible with all platforms and all applications: no single

USB token would be usable on both the Windows and the Linux platform for a common set

of applications. We thereafter concentrated on the most common environment for users – the

Windows platform- during our further tests and kept Linux testing down to compability tests

on basic token support.
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1.2. Choice of Hardware Tokens

The choice for tested tokens was based on a very pragmatic approach. 

A number of sites in our community (e.g. the University of Hagen in Germany are using

Aladdin eTokens) are already using some tokens quite well known in the IT-Security field.

Furthermore  some  other  tokens  (the  KOBIL  mIDentity,  the  G&D  StarSign  Token  and

Towitoko Chipdrive Smart Card) were put forward by colleagues and customers who were

interested in getting information about the reliability and usability of these tokens.

We added to this initial list by surveying the Web so as to get an overview of the hardware

token market. Nowadays there is quite a number of different vendors offering PKI hardware

tokens. The results of this survey combined with the other input lead to a longlist of tokens to

be possibly tested.

The list was then scrutinized by some minor practical details stemming from the business

models  of  different  vendors.  Some  vendors  focus  on  selling  software  solutions  and/or

consultation and consider PKI hardware tokens to be only a small and relative unimportant

byproduct offered in addition to  the other products and services.  Other  vendors focus  on

selling large quantities of hardware tokens to  companies and large organizations and will

generally not sell small numbers of tokens.

These circumstances made it rather difficult to get test samples as in quite a few cases we

could not simply purchase a few and were dependent on the willingness of vendors to support

us with test samples. From our long-list with 20 tokens of 12 vendors only 8 remained after

eMail and telephone contact. This lead to the following list of tokens to be tested:

� Aladdin eToken R2

� Aladdin eToken PRO

� KOBIL mIDentity

� Novaris ePass1000

� Novaris ePass2000

� RSA USB Authenticator 6100

� Safenet iKey 2032

� Safenet iKey 3000
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1.3. The Test Framework

Preliminary Considerations

With the focus of the project on the applicability of PKI tokens on the common desktop the

choice of operating systems and applications is quite obvious. However, the testframework

needs to have other characteristics as well to be able to perform an adequate evaluation.

The results of the tests have to be reproduceable at any time. This on the one hand ensures the

validity of the results and on the other hand enables to resume and to extend the tests at a later

time with e.g. new tokens, additional applications, new versions of tested applications, etc. To

ensure comparability every token has to be tested under exactly the same system condition

with the same settings, configurations and status. 

Since  Microsoft  Windows  is  a  proprietary  software  not  all  details  about  it  are  publicly

documented. What exactly happens, when a standard application is installed onto a Windows

system,  is  not  fully  comprehensible  without  such  documentations.  Furthermore  after

deinstalling software from Windows systems not everything is removed. Usually some entries

in the Windows registry are not changed back or removed, and very often not all drivers are

erased. It is almost impossible to ensure that after deinstalling specific software no remains of

it are left on the system. Linux does not raise this kind of problem. All software usually can

be completely removed without leaving any remains on the system. 

Due to above aspects the test environment has to be clearly specified and well documented

and furthermore settings and configurations throughly recorded. We decide to use an imaging

tool for storing the settings, configurations and status of the test system and for restoring all

entirely.  The  choice  is  Norton  Ghost  2003  as  it  supports  both  Windows  and  Linux

filesystems.

The Test Environment

The setup of the test framework shall  incorporate everything known at  the time of setup

regarding security vulnerabilities and compatibility problems. The latest available and stable

version will be chosen for every application and everything shall be installed with all released

service packs, updates, patches and hot fixes.  All applied Windows service packs, updates,

patches and hot fixes that are installed are documented in Appendix D. This leads to the

following versions and releases:

Operating Systems:

� Windows 2000 Professional SP4 

� Windows XP Professional SP2 
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� SuSE Linux 9.2

eMail clients: 

� Outlook Express 6.0 SP1

� Outlook XP

� Mozilla 1.7.2 

� Thunderbird 1.0

� kmail 1.7 (KDE 3.3)

Webbrowsers:

� Internet Explorer 6.0 SP1 

� Mozilla 1.7.2 

� Firefox 1.0

� Opera 7.54 

� konqueror (KDE 3.3)

PDF documents:

� Adobe Acrobat 7.0

For the tests we also decide to build a test certification authority. This way we can issue user

or client certificates that are needed for the tests. The certificates can be published further and

distributed  later  so  that  comparative  tests  can  be  conducted  by  other  parties.  Out  of

compatibility  aspects  we  will  only  issue  test  user  certificates  with  1024  bit  keylength.

Although 2048 bit keylength is  more preferable only few token support this. We used the

roCA software with TinyCA for these purposes. 

The most wide spread PCs are based on the Intel platform hence we are using a HP computer

with a Pentium III 933 Mhz, 512 MB RAM, and two hard disk drives with 18 GB and 80 GB

for the tests. 
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2. The Tests

As  mentioned  above  the  tests  will  be  conducted  under  the  operating  systems  Win2000,

WinXPP and SuSE Linux 9.2. We believe that the test results on Win2000 will not differ very

much from the test results under WinXPP. Even more we expect that tokens and applications

that work perfectly well together under one of these platforms will also work perfectly well

under the other one. We noticed a small difference between the two platforms regarding the

Windows certificate manager (WCM). Under WinXPP the WCM is more detailed and shows

more tabs. Thus a user has to be more careful and precise when importing any certificates

into the WCM.

We also believe that under SuSE Linux the handling of different tokens will be quite similar.

OpenSC and Open CT are open source software that was written to operate smart cards and

card readers under Linux. It implements the PKCS #15 standards which define formats on

smart cards and commands for smart card use. If OpenSC or OpenCT recognizes a token than

it can be mounted to the Linux system and it can be administered and operated with certain

commands. Once these tokens are mounted they will work with applications via the PKCS

#11 interface.

Further as Firefox and Thunderbird derived from Mozilla we expect, that tokens that work

with Mozilla will also work perfectly well with Thunderbird and Firefox. All three support

the PKCS #11 standard and the menus to load and manage crypto devices look quite the

same.

Therefore we believe that  some of the tests will  produce similar results  and this will  be

reflected in the text below. As we want to make this report more readable and less overlengthy

we will just shorten the text a little and describe a little less detailed when ever we encounter

any of the similarities.

The most promising tokens are the KOBIL mIDentity and the Aladdin eTokens. Therefore we

start our tests with these two.
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2.1. KOBIL

2.1.1. mIDentity

The mIDentity from KOBIL is a USB device that has both a smart card and a flash memory.

According to the technical specification given by KOBIL the device supports the following

standards: 

� Microsoft Crypto API

� PKCS#11

� PC/SC

� x.509 v3 certificates

� SSL v3

� S/MIME

and cryptographic methods:

� RSA 1024 bit

� 3DES 168 bit

There are four versions of the mIDentity available with different features named S, M, L and

XL. We received the L version for testing from the manufacturer.

The L version features: 

� Single sign on 

� Windows domain logon

� Network authentification

� Digital signature

� File encryption

� Data safe on hard disk

� eMail encryption

� Data safe on flash memory

� Outlook sychronisation (eMails, contacts, tasks, notes)

� User profile backup (Internet Explorer, Outlook Express, Windows, Office)

All necessary software to set up and operate the mIDentity  is  already stored on the flash

memory. The smart card provides the core functionality and is  protected by a PIN with a

PUK.
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Windows 2000 SP4

Under Win2000 a user simply has to connect the device to the USB port of a computer and

the device is  recognized as USB-stick.  The setup program is  already stored on the  flash

memory of the device and needs to be installed as administrator. We used the latest release of

the mIDentity Control Center, the version 1.3.1., for the tests.

After installation the tray bar shows a new icon for the application mIDentity Control Center.

With the Control Center a user can administer the device and the additional features described

above. Upon first start of the the Control Center software with a new card the user will be

asked to enter a new PIN and PUK for the smart card.

The Control Center software can issue a self-signed certificate. This is necessary for the data

safe feature. The certificate will be stored securely on the smart card. It uses the self-signed

certificate to encrypt so-called data safes. With the software the user can create data safes to

securely store data either on the hard disk or the flash memory of the device
3
.

If a user received a smart card from an organization then there most certainly will be at least

one certificate on it provided by some external or internal Trustcenter. If the mIDentity is

delivered with a smart card that has not been initialised beforehand then there will be no other

certificates stored. In this case the user has to import any certificates he might receive later on

to the smart card himself. 

3 The L version of the mIDentity offers approx. 240 MB of free space. 
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The device can only import certificates via the Windows certificate manager (WCM). All

valid4 and exportable user certificates5 in  the WCM can be imported through the Control

Center software onto the smart card including their private keys. When importing the user

certificates the related private keys are automatically deleted from the WCM.

Now everytime the device is connected to the USB port the software will ask for the PIN.

Only if the correct PIN is entered the Control Center software will start and the public key of

any  user  certificate  stored  on  the  smart  card  will  be  exported  to  the  WCM.  After

disconnecting the device all user certificates are deleted from the WCM. Also any available

information through the Control Center is shown only after entering the correct PIN.

4 The certificates of the RootCA and all related CAs of the specific user certificate must be installed and set to

trusted in the Windows certificate manager. 

5 If  an user  certificate is imported into the Windows certificate manager the option exportable has to be

marked. Only then the private key of the user certificate can be exported to the hard disk or some other

storage device. 
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mIDentity  not  only  encrypts  data  safes  but  also  can  sign  and  encrypt  single  files.  By

rightclick on a file a menu shows up and the user may chose between "signing, encrypting,

signing & encrypting or securely erasing" the file. If the user choses one of the first three

options then a window appears where he can chose the certificate for signing or encrypting. If

the user wants to encrypt files to another recipient then a valid certificate has to be stored in

the WCM for the recipient. For backup and emergency reasons an Additional Decryption Key

(ADK) option can be chosen in the Control Center settings. Then files will also be encrypted

to the certificate listed for this option.

Any signed file can be verified by rightclick on it and chosing the verify option. The user

certificate needs to be available in the WCM for that. An encrypted file can be decrypted by

also rightclick on it. The Control Center software will ask for the PIN before it completely

decrypts the file. 

eMail

In Outlook Express the user can sign eMails with a user certificate stored on the mIDentity.

He simply has to push the signing button when he writes a new eMail. Upon sending the

eMail from a listed account,  Outlook Express checks  if  there is  a valid  certificate in  the

WCM
6
 with a matching from eMail address. Then the window to enter the PIN appears and if

the  PIN is  correctly  entered  the  eMail  will  be  signed  and  send  out.  Signed  eMails  are

correctly verified.

Encrypting eMail in Outlook Express is  a little  more complicated.  Outlook Express  only

encrypts  eMails  to  eMail  addresses  from recipients  that  are  already  listed  as  contact  in

Outlook Express and have a valid certificate. There are different ways to import a certificate

into Outlook Express. Another eMail user sends a signed eMail and Outlook Express will

import the certificate. Or a new recipient has to be added directly to the contacts manually. In

that case at least an eMail address has to be entered and a certificate has to be imported in

pkcs#7, pem or cer format.

6 Mind that the certificates of the RootCA and all other SubCAs of the chosen user certificate must be stored

and set to trusted in the WCM. Or else Outlook Express will not accept any certificates as valid.
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All  certificates that  are imported in  Outlook Express  are also automatically  saved in  the

WCM. Mind that the eMail address has to match exactly with the eMail address in the given

certificate.  Only  then  an  eMail  can  be  encrypted  and  send  to  that  particular  recipient.

Decrypting eMails that are encrypted to a user certificate on the smart card poses no problem.

Before the eMails is decrypted the user will be prompted to enter the PIN of the smart card.

After that the eMail is correctly decrypted in Outlook Express.

Signing and encrypting an eMail works correctly with the mIDentity and Outlook Express.

And also verifying and decrypting works without any problem.

In Outlook a user can also sign eMails with a user certificate stored on the mIDentity smart

card.  There is  only  a small  difference to  signing  eMails  in  Outlook Express.  He  has  to

customize the toolbar before it shows the sign button and the encrypt button
7
 in the menu of

the new eMail window. Upon sending a signed eMail from a listed account, Outlook checks if

7 Open a new eMail and goto the menu View > Toolbar > Customize. Chose tab Commands  and go down to

"Standards". There you will find the buttons. Leftclick and drag them onto the toolbar above. 
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there is a valid user certificate in the WCM
8
 matching the from eMail address used. Then the

user will be prompted to enter PIN. Only if the PIN is correctly entered the eMail will be

signed and send out. Signed eMails are correctly verified in Outlook.

Encrypting eMail in Outlook works the same way as in Outlook Express. It  only encrypts

eMails to an eMail address if the recipient is already listed. In Outlook the recipient has to be

listed in the address book and a matching certificate has to be imported. Only if the recipient

is listed in the address book and a valid certificate is available then Outlook will encrypt and

send  eMail  to  that  recipient.  Outlook  like  Outlook  Express  automatically  exports  all

certificates that are imported into the address book to the WCM. If an encrypted eMail is

received the user will be prompted to enter the PIN of the smart card before the eMail is

decrypted correctly. 

Signing and encrypting an eMail works correctly with the mIDentity and Outlook. And also

verifying and decrypting works without any problem.

Mozilla administers certificates in its own certificate manager and does not rely on the WCM.

It supports the PKCS #11 standard.  The mIDentity also supports the PKCS #11 standard.

Version 1.3.1 is delivered with a PKCS #11 driver for Mozilla. You have to load the driver to

Mozilla via the  Edit > Preferences > Privacy&Security > Certificates > Manage Security

Devices option.  The  driver  is  found  in  the  Windows  system  directory  at

\WINNT\system32\kpkcs11hash.dll.  After that Mozilla recognizes the mIDentity

as a new crypto device and automatically makes available all user certificates that are stored

on the smart card. Upon disconnecting the mIDentity all user certificates are deleted from the

Mozilla certificate manager. 

Before a user can send signed eMails in Mozilla he has to specify in Mail Account Settings >

Security which certificate to use. If the user choses a certificate on the smart card he will be

prompted once more to enter the PIN. Next he has to import the certificates of the RootCA

and the SubCAs and set them to trusted. Only if the RootCA is trusted the user certificate will

be  valid  and  ready  for  use.  Now  the  user  can  send  out  signed  eMails  with  the  chosen

certificate. As soon as he sends out a signed new eMail he will be prompted to enter the PIN

of the device. After entering the correct PIN the eMail is signed correctly. Verifying signed

eMails works correctly in Mozilla.

Before a user can send encrypted eMails in Mozilla he has to import a certificate for the

recipient  into the Mozilla  certificate  manager.  If  Mozilla  finds  a  valid  certificate for  the

recipient in its own certificate manager the eMail is send out encrypted. Mozillas support of

the PKCS #11 standard makes the usage of the mIDentity  quite comfortable.  Decrypting

eMails in Mozilla that are encrypted to a certificate on the smart card works perfectly well.

Here  the  user  will  also  be  prompted  to  enter  the  correct  PIN before  the  eMail  will  be

decrypted.

Signing and encrypting an eMail in Mozilla works also perfectly well. Naturally the user will

be asked to enter the PIN before the eMail is signed. Decrypting and verifying an eMail in

Mozilla with mIDentity shows some problems. A signed and encrypted eMail is  correctly

8 Mind that the certificates of the RootCA and all other SubCAs of the chosen user certificate must be stored

and set to trusted in the WCM. Or else Outlook like Outlook Express will not accept any certificates as valid.
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decrypted  after  entering  the  correct  PIN.  But  the  signature  cannot  be  verified  by  the

mIDentity.  Only  an  invalid  signature  is  shown.  We  crosschecked  by  importing  our  test

certificate as PKCS#12 with private key directly into the Mozilla certificate mannager. After

that the signed and encrypted eMails were correctly decrypted and showed a valid signature.

So there might be a small bug in the PKCS #11 implementation for Mozilla. We will inform

the vendor and follow up on this with them.

Thunderbird as expected works quite similar to Mozilla. There are only some differences in

the toolbar. It also administers certificates in its own certificate manager and does not rely on

the WCM. It also supports PKCS #11 and the PKCS #11 driver of the mIDentity can be

installed  via  Tools  >  Options  >  Advanced  Options  >  Certificates  >  Manage  Security

Devices.  Thunderbird  then  recognizes  the  mIDentity  as  a  new  crypto  device  and

automatically imports all certificates that are stored on the smart card. Upon disconnecting

the mIDentity all certificates are deleted from the Thunderbird certificate manager.

In the same way as in Mozilla the user has to specify in Extras > Account Settings > Security

which  certificate  to  use  for  signing  eMail  in  Thunderbird  as  well.  If  the  user  choses  a

certificate on the smart card he will be prompted to enter the PIN. Next he has to import the

certificates of the RootCA and the SubCAs and set their status to trusted. Only if the RootCA

is trusted the user certificate will be valid and ready to use. Now the user can send out signed

eails  with the chosen certificate.  As soon as he sends out a new signed eMail he will be

prompted to enter the PIN of the device. After entering the correct PIN the eMail is signed

correctly. Verifying signed eMails also works correctly in Thunderbird.

Before a user can send encrypted eMails in Thunderbird he has to import a certificate for the

recipient into the certificate manager. If Thunderbird finds a valid certificate for the recipient

the  eMail  is  send  out  encrypted  correctly.  Decrypting  eMails  in  Thunderbird  that  are

encrypted to a certificate on the smart card works perfectly well. Here again the user will be

prompted to enter the correct PIN before the eMail is decrypted.

Signing and encrypting an eMail in Thunderbird works also perfectly well.  As with other

functions the user will be asked to enter the PIN before the eMail is signed. Decrypting and

verifying an eMail in Thunderbird with mIDentity shows the same problem as in Mozilla. A

signed and encrypted eMail  is  correctly decrypted after entering the correct PIN. But the

signature cannot be verified by the mIDentity. Only an invalid signature is shown. So it is

highly probable that the cause lies in the PKCS #11 driver for the mIDentity as both programs

show the same "symptoms".
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SSL connection 

The Internet Explorer (IE) works closely with the WCM. If a user starts a SSL connection

that requests a client certificate, IE opens a window where all user certificates available in the

WCM are shown. The user has to chose a certificate to open the connection. If a certificate

which is stored on the mIDentity smart card is selected a windows will pop up and ask for a

PIN. Only if the correct PIN is entered the SSL connection setup will continue. IE will then

check the server certificate and ask the user  if  he wants  to  accept  it.  If  both SSL client

certificate and server certificate are mutually accepted the SSL connection will be build up.

As mentioned before Mozilla has its own certificate manager. If the mIDentity is connected

to  the  USB port  and the  PKCS #11  driver  for  the  mIDentity  was  loaded to  Mozilla  as

described above for eMail then a SSL connections can be started very easily. First the user has

to import the certificates for the RootCA and SubCAs and set their status to trusted. When the

user starts a SSL connection he will first be asked if the server certificate used for the session

is  accepted.  If  the  server  requests  a  client  certificate  Mozilla  automatically  chooses  the

appropriate certificate. Then the user will be prompted to  enter the PIN of the mIDentity

smart card. As soon as he enters the correct PIN the SSL connection is set up. 

As expected the mIDentity works under  Firefox similarly  to Mozilla.  Firefox has its  own

certificate manager. If the mIDentity is connected to the USB port and the PKCS #11 driver

for installed to Thunderbird as described above then a SSL connections can very easily be

started. First the user has to import the certificates for the RootCA and SubCAs and set their

status to trusted. When the user starts a SSL connection he will first be asked if the server

certificate for the session is accepted. If the server requests a client certificate then the user

will be prompted to enter the PIN of the mIDentity smart card.  As soon as he enters the

correct PIN the SSL connection is set up perfectly.

The Opera browser also has its own certificate manager. But Opera does not support PKCS

#11 and also does not support any other standard for usage of smart cards or crypto devices.

Hence mIDentity cannot be used with Opera.
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PDF documents

Adobe Acrobat has a certificate manager that works closely with the WCM. It imports all

user  certificates  from  the  WCM  into  its  own  certificate  manager.  Our  first  tests  were

conducted based on the WCM, later on we tested the native PKCS #11 support as well.

Signing a PDF document with the mIDentity is possible. To sign a PDF document a user has

to create a signature field on the document first. Then he has to click on the signature field

and a window appears where the user has to specify which certificate to use. After pressing

the sign and save button the user will be prompted to enter the PIN. The document will then

be correctly signed. Acrobat can only verify signatures if the signer has been listed in the

Trusted  Identities with  his  certificate. Even  the  user  has  to  add  himself  to  the  Trusted

Identities or else a document will not show a valid signature. 

Acrobat documents can only be encrypted to recipients that are listed in the Trusted Identities

with  an  imported  certificate.  A  document  can  be  encrypted  via  Secure  >  Secure  this

document. The user then has to choose encryption from the list of policies or create this new

policy by following the menu. The PDF document will then be correctly encrypted to the

chosen certificate. Decrypting PDF files with the mIDentity does not work. Trying to open an

encrypted PDF file only gives the error message: "You do not have the right to open!". The

PDF  documents  themselves  are  encrypted  correctly  if  the  private  key  is  available,9 but

somehow Acrobat  does  not  find the private  key of  the user  certificate  on the mIDentity

device. 

Signing and encrypting PDF documents in Acrobat with the mIDentity is also possible. It

only has to be done in the correct order. The user must chose the encrypt option first before

he  signs  it.  The  document  is  then  correctly  signed  and  encrypted.  But  decrypting  and

9 We tested this by importing the test user certificate with the private key into the WCM. After that the

encrypted PDF document was decrypted perfectly.
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verifying shows problems. Again the PDF document can not be decrypted and Adobe shows

the same error message as above. We crosschecked again that the signing and encryption

itself works correctly if the private key is available locally.

Acrobat also supports PKCS #11 natively. If the PKCS #11 driver of mIDentity is loaded in

Acrobat this produces some minor problems. Acrobat imports all user certificates from the

WCM as well as from the device that is loaded via PKCS #11. Therefore all user certificates

from the WCM are loaded twice – the second time via PKCS #11 – and are visible in the

Acrobat certificate manager under Advanced > Security Settings > Digital Ids twice. This is

very irritating for the user who not understands the underlying problem.

Also the user has to be very careful using the PKCS #11 modul in Acrobat. Via the menu

option he can manipulate the smart card and accidently delete user certificates. These will be

permantly deleted from the smart card.

Windows XP Professional SP2

As expected the tests with the mIDentity under WinXPP produced exactly the same results as

in Win2000. 

The  eMail  clients  Outlook  Express,  Outlook,  Mozilla  and  Thunderbird  worked  almost

perfectly well with the mIDentity. We encountered only the same problem in Mozilla and in

Thunderbird again as outlined above. Decrypting and verifying email does not work properly.

Although encrypted eMails are correctly  decrypted their signature cannot  be verified.  An

invalid signature is displayed. 

Establishing SSL connnections with IE, Mozilla  and Firefox work perfectly well  as under

Win2000.

Just like in Win2000 under WinXPP working with Acrobat and mIDentity showed the same

results. Encrypted or signed & encrypted PDF documents could not be decrypted using the

mIDentity. All other functions worked well with the mIDentity.
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2.2. Aladdin

Aladdin offers a series of USB-tokens called eToken. In the tests two of these were examined,

the eToken Pro, a typical smart card on an USB-device, and the eToken R2, a secure storage

device, which is able to store certificates and private keys for authentication, digital signature

and encryption. In the Windows environment both use the same kind of software, the eToken

runtime environment (tested: version 3.60) and the eToken utilities (tested: version 2.10). The

software  implements  Microsoft  Crypto-API  integration,  an  additional  PKCS #11-module

provides a standardized API for software that is not focused on Windows only (eg. Mozilla,

Thunderbird & FireFox).

The fact that both tokens use the same software makes them look very similar from the users

point of view. It should be noticed however that the security level of both cards differs: The

eToken Pro is a real smart card, secret keys can be generated on the card and signing and

encryption takes place on the card, too. This way the secret key is kept in the smart card and

is not exposed to the host at any time. The R2 provides a secure storage only, the DES-X

symmetric algorithm is used to provide authentication on access. So decryption and signing

takes place on the hardware of the computer itself, the secret keys are at least stored in the

memory of the host and are then exposed to potential attacks.

2.2.1. eToken Pro

The eToken Pro provides RSA key generation,  signing and encryption on the  smart  card

itself. According to the technical specification given by Aladdin, it  supports the following

standards and algorithms:

� 1024 and 2048 bit RSA operations, 3DES (Triple-DES) and SHA-1

� ITSEC LE4 security certification approval

� PKCS #11, MS CAPI and APDU (Application Protocol Data Unit) APIs

In the short test of these capabilities the 2048bit RSA operations did not work at all. Neither

the import of a PKCS #12 file containing a 2048 bit user key nor the generation of 2048 bit

keys on the card (using the Linux OpenCT/OpenSC smart card support) were successfull. On

Win2000, the import of a PKCS #12 file containing a 2048bit secret key and certificate failed

with an error code 006 while the contained CA certificates were imported successfully.
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On Linux the generation of a  2048bit  key on the card failed with a  more detailed error

description: Key length/algorithm not supported by card. The generation of a 1024 bit RSA-

key worked flawlessly.

 

It is not clear if this is only a result of poor software support or if the hardware really lacks

the ability to handle 2048 bit RSA. The eToken Pro exists in different versions with 16KB and

32KB of smart card memory, the tokens tested were the 32KB ones.

Windows 2000 SP4
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The installation of the software is straightforward. The runtime environment (RTE) and the

utilities are installed using the usual install shield process. After installation the eToken tools

can be found in the Windows start menu. A tool named "Properties" for the management of

the keys and certificates on the token is provided as well as a tool for formatting the whole

token. The following figure shows the GUI of the eToken Properties tool. 

Entering the advanced mode of the properties tool, the password of the eToken is required, on

entering the default  initial password, the user  is  required to  change the password. In  the

advanced mode the certificates and keys of the token as well as some general settings can be

accessed.

The  tool  does  not  provide  a  function  to  generate  keys  on  the  card  itself.  For  the  tests

certificates were imported using a PKCS #11 file,  the import was done using the "Import

Certificate" button of the dialog shown above. Afterwards the imported certificates and keys

are displayed. The software imports the CA certificates into the Windows certificate manager

(WCM) as well, so the contained root certificate is installed in the list of trusted authorities. It

is also possible to import keys from the WCM into the eToken. If an eToken which already

contains  a  set  of  CA certificates  is  connected to  the host,  the software queries  the  user

automatically if these certificates should be imported into the WCM.

eMail

The signing and encryption of eMail with Outlook Express is exactly the same as with the
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Kobil token (see above). This is no surprise because again the MS Crypto API is used to

access the token, so the application will not observe any difference. Signing of eMails works

without further interaction, for encryption the import of the recipients certificate is necessary

(either by receiving a signed eMail or by importing the certificate manually into the eMail

contacts of Outlook express). Signing and encrypting works flawlessly as well as signature

verification and decryption.

For  Outlook again there is  no difference to the Kobil tests, signing works right away, for

encryption an entry in  the  contact  database of  Outlook has  to  be created  containing the

recipients  certificate  and  eMail  address.  Decryption  and  signature  validation  works  as

expected.

Because Mozilla manages its own certificate store, the PKCS #11 module has to be installed

to provide access to the eToken. The module is loaded by calling "Preferences > Privacy &

Security  > Certificates > Manage Security Devices" and selecting the "Load" button, the

PKCS #11 module for the eToken is  \WINNT\system32\eTpkcs11.dll. Afterwards the

users certificate is displayed in the "Your Certificates" tab of the Mozilla certificate manager,

but obviously the certificate chain to the root certificate is still missing (so it is not provided

from the smart card itself by the PKCS #11 module). The certificates of the chain have to be

imported manually from the "Authorities" tab, the certificates have to be configured to be

trusted for identification of eMail users (and websites, if required). After the import of the

certificate chain,  the purposes of the user certificates should be displayed correctly in the

"Your Certificates" tab, it should say something like "Client, Sign, Encrypt".

For using S/MIME signing and encryption the own certificate has to be selected in the users

account settings, under Mail & Newsgroup Account Settings, the entry "Security" under the

actual eMail account has to be selected. The certificates for signing and encryption can be

chosen seperately,  the users certificate from the token is  displayed in the list  of available

certificates.
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After this process signed eMails can be created and validated already. For eMail encryption to

work, the recipients certificate has to be imported. Either signed S/MIME eMails can be used

to get the recipients certificate (Mozilla imports certificates automatically from eMails) or the

certificate has to be imported manually using the Mozilla certificate manager. If the  root CA

as well as other CAs belonging to the imported certificate itself are configured as trusted,

encrypted eMails can be sent and decrypted.

Encryption and signing of eMails using Thunderbird works nearly the same as with Mozilla,

the only difference being the location of the Preferences dialog. See the Kobil section of

Thunderbird above.

SSL connection 

Because Internet Explorer uses the WCM which is supported by the eToken environment,

there are no differences to the Kobil tests above. SSL client authentication works without

further manual interaction.

The process of client authentication with Mozilla again is pretty much the same as with the

Kobil token. The PKCS #11 module has to be installed, the CA certificates have to be present

in the Mozilla certificate manager and set to be trusted. Mozilla usually chooses the client

certificate for authentication automatically (it may be configured to always ask the user to

choose the necessary certificate, see Preferences > Privacy & Security > Certificates). The

eToken  password  requester  opens  and  after  entering  the  password,  the  connection  is

established successfully.
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Firefox again works in the same way as Mozilla, after installation of the PKCS #11 module

and importing and editing the trust of the CA certificates, authentication to the SSL testserver

works flawlessly. When a new connection is initiated, the user is asked to enter the password

of the eToken and the connection is established successfully.

Because of its missing smart card support, Opera could not be tested.

PDF documents

Adobe Acrobats functions to sign and encrypt PDF documents work flawless with the eToken

Pro. As described in the Kobil section, Acrobat uses the certificates from the WCM, but has

its own trust management for all certificates. Either a visible or an invisible signature may be

applied to  the document.  Invisible signatures are not displayed in  the document,  they are

validated on demand by selecting "Sign > Validate all Signatures in Document", additionally

a signature icon is displayed in the lower left of the Acrobat window. For creation of a visible

signature a rectangular area is selected anywhere in the document, in this area the relevant

signature data is displayed afterwards. In both cases the reason for signing the document can

be  chosen  from a list  of  options,  these  include  assertions  like  "I  am the  author  of  this

document" or "I attest to the accuracy and integrity of this document". After successfully

applying a visible signature, the chosen signature field displays the name of the signer, the

signature date and time as well as the reason for signing. Initially the signature is displayed as

being untrusted because neither  the user certificate nor  the belonging root  certificate are

configured to be trusted by default after their installation:

In the context menu for the signature field, the properties of the signature can be displayed.

The certificate used can be displayed and the trust setting for either the certificate itself or the

related CA certificates can be edited.  By choosing the root certificate from the certificate

chain and adding it to the trusted identities, the signature changes its status to trusted. The

change is only reflected after reopening the document or revalidating the signatures of the

document, the results are displayed in the follwoing figure.
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Encrypting can only be done for recipients whose certificates are among the trusted identities

of Acrobat. The recipients can be chosen from a list, the encryption of the document and the

decryption upon opening the saved file works as expected. For signing and encryption, first

the "Secure  Document"  option  has  to  be  selected and  the  signatures  have  to  be  applied

afterwards. Overall signing and encrypting of PDF files works with the eToken Pro.

2.2.2. eToken R2

Unlike the eToken Pro,  the eToken R2 is not a real smart card but only a secure storage

protected by a DES-X based authentication method. So the R2 token offers only storage of

secret keys and certificates, but passwords and other credentials can be protected as well.

Additionally  an  RNG-based challenge-response  logon  is  possible  using  a pseudo-random

generator based on DES-X. The supported standards and algorithms of the eToken R2 are:

� Secured memory (16KB or 32KB), 120 bit DES-X encryption, DES-X challenge response

authentication

� PKCS #11, CAPI, APDU (Application Protocal Data Unit) APIs

Based on the secure storage, a compatible implementation of smart card applications was

realized in the eToken runtime environment.  Though the eToken R2 works very different

from the smart card approach of the eToken Pro, it is fully integrated into the same runtime

environment. So access to the eToken R2 uses Crypto API or the provided PKCS #11 module,

an application will not notice any difference to a real  smart card.

This also enables the eToken R2 to work with longer RSA keys, as there are no hardware

restrictions reagarding the number of bits for RSA operations (only the amount of memory or

the software implementation of RSA may limit the keylength). In a short test a PKCS #12 file

with a 2048 bit RSA key was imported successfully:
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All the application tests with the eToken R2 showed the same results as the eToken Pro.
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2.3. Novaris

2.3.1. ePass1000

The ePass1000 is a USB device that does not offer real smart card functionality. Rather it is a

secure storage device, quite similar to the eToken R2, which is able to store certificates and

private keys for authentication, digital signature and encryption. 

Although it has a random number generator on board it  only supports the hash algorithm

MD5. It uses MD5 HMAC for secure storage of data on the device and for its authentication

functionality without exposing any secret keys. According to the technical specification of

Novaris the device supports the following standards: 

� Microsoft Crypto API

� PKCS #11

� PC/SC

� x.509 v3 certificates

� SSL v3

� IPSec/IKE

and security algorithms onboard:

� MD5

� MD5 HMAC

The ePass1000 is delivered with a CD-ROM that holds drivers and utilities for its operation.

We received a CD-ROM with the software version 3.6.02 for testing.

Windows 2000 SP4

First the user has to install the driver for the ePass1000 by starting "eps1k_full.exe" from the

CD-ROM. The USB Token 1000 Run-time package will then be installed. After a reboot a

new icon will appear in the tray bar. That shows the USB Token 1000 Monitor which give

hints regarding the operating status of the ePass1000. It will display short bubble up messages

when the token is inserted, is removed, data is transfered, a PIN is verified, etc. . 

On the CD-ROM another utility  tool  is  provided:  the ePass1000 Manager.  There are two

versions of  this tool,  one for administrators  and one for  end users.  In  the  administrator

version under "Config ePass1000" there are the following options:

� Initialize the token
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� Change the SO PIN

� Change the token name

� Unblock the token

� Change the user PIN

The end user version of the ePass1000 Manager offers only the options:

� Change user PIN

� Change token name

After initializing the ePass1000 user certificates can be imported with the tool. We  imported

our test user certificates for testing. Upon connecting the token to the computer any user

certificate which was imported on the ePass1000 is automatically exported into the Windows

certificate manager (WCM). But only the public part is exported and the private key of the

certificate stays on the device. Removing the ePass1000 deletes the user certificates in the

WCM.

There is no hint about the fact that the root certificate and the chain of trust is also stored on

the token itself when importing a PKCS #12 with an included root certificate. In any case we

noticed that  the related certificates  of the RootCA and any SubCA are not  automatically

exported to the WCM. So if an application requests a valid and trusted user certificate the

root certificate has to be imported to to the WCM manually and set to be trusted.
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eMail

All tests with  Outlook Express and ePass1000 were successful. As mentioned before the

ePass1000 does not export the root certificate of the user certificate to the WCM. Outlook

Express requests a valid user certificate in the WCM. Hence the root certificate has to be

imported manually. For encrypting eMail Outlook Express needs an entry for a recipient in

the address book with a matching certificate. If both conditions are met then all S/MIME

functions can be executed with the ePass1000. If  the private key of the user certificate is

needed to perform any S/MIME function the user will be prompted to enter the valid PIN of

the token.

Outlook  also  asks  for  a  valid  user  certificate  before  it  performs  any  S/MIME  function.

Therefore here also the root certificate has to be imported manually into the WCM. And it

also requires entries in the address book with matching certificates before  encrypting eMails

is possible. After importing the root certificate to the WCM and adding recipients with their

certificates to the address book all S/MIME functions worked correctly.

To  perform  S/MIME  functions  in  Mozilla  with  the  ePass1000 the  PKCS  #11  modul

ep1pk111.dll needs to be loaded. We noticed some flaws with the version of that modul

that  was  delivered  on  the  CD-ROM.  Only  the  latest  version  of  the  PKCS  #11  driver

ep1pk111.dllthat  we  downloaded  from the  Novartis  website  performed  all  S/MIME

functions without any failures. As usual the PKCS #11 modul has to be loaded via the menu

Edit > Preferences > Privacy&Security > Certificates > Manage Security Devices.

The  user  certificate  that  shall  be  used  for  signing  eMails  must  be  selected  via  Edit  >

Mail&News Account  Settings  >  Security.  The  related  root  certificates  must  be  imported

manually into the Mozilla certificate manager (MCM) and set to trusted. And also all user

certificates of other recipients must be imported into the MCM before encrypted eMails can

be send out to them.

Thunderbird behaved exactly like Mozilla. The PKCS #11 also needs to be loaded. And also

the root certificate must be imported together with certificates for recipients.  [KPK: Hm,

wenn  es  genau  gleich  ist,  warum  nochmal  schreiben?  Schadet  aber  nichts]  With  these
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preparations done all S/MIME functions work perfectly well using the ePass1000.

SSL connections

The  Internet Explorer uses the WCM which is supported by the ePass1000 environment.

Therefore  after  entering  the  valid  PIN  the  SSL  client  authentication  works  successfully

without any  further manual interaction.

After loading the PKCS #11 modul to  Mozilla  as described above in the eMail section the

client authentication also works without any mistake. Mozilla can automatically choose the

appropriate client certificate and thereupon the user will be prompted to enter the PIN.

As  Firefox uses the same PKCS #11 modul as Mozilla and is derived from it, it shows the

same results. In Firefox the option to load the modul itself are just under different menus.

SSL connection are correctly established without any problem.

As said before Opera does not support smart cards.

We noticed that after the valid PIN was entered the token reacted quite slow so that it took

comparatively long until the connection is set up.

PDF documents

The  ePass1000  worked  perfectly  well  with  Acrobat.  The  user  can  only  encrypt  PDF

documents to recipients which are listed in the Trusted Identities and for whom certificates

were  imported.  All  operations  like  signing,  verifying,  encrypting,  decrypting,

signing&encrypting and decrypting&verifying were executed in contrast  to  the ePass2000

(see below) without any flaw. It is not necessary to load the ePass1000 via the PKCS #11

interface of Acrobat. All operations were handled through the WCM without any mistakes.
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Windows XP Professional SP2

Again as expected the tests with the ePass1000 under WinXPP did not show any different

results than from under Win2000.

The four eMail clients Outlook Express, Outlook, Mozilla and Thunderbird performed their

work perfectly well with the ePass1000. The user just has to use the latest PKCS #11 modul

for Mozilla and Thunderbird.

SSL connections with IE, Mozilla and Firefox are established without any problem.

The  ePass1000  also  works  perfectly  well  with  Acrobat  under  WinXPP  just  like  under

Win2000. 

2.3.2. ePass2000

The  ePass2000  is  a  USB  device  with  a  built-in  card  reader,  smart  card  chip  and  USB

communication chip. The built in smart card chip is a StarCOS SPK 2.3 from G&D. It has

32kB of flash memory for storage of certificates10. A real random number generator on the

chip  is  used  to  generate  RSA  keys  and  create  message  authentication  codes  (MAC).

According  to  the  technical  specification  of  Novaris  the  device  supports  the  following

standards: 

� Microsoft Crypto API

� PKCS #11 v.2.10

� PC/SC

� x.509 v3 certificates

� SSL v3

� IPSec/IKE

� ISO 7816-3 and ISO 7816-4

and security algorithms:

� RSA 1024 bit

� DES

� 3DES

� DSA

� MD5

� SHA-1

10 This information is based on specifications and manuals provided by Novaris.
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The device is delivered with a CD-ROM that holds drivers and utilities for the device. We

received a CD-ROM with the software version 1.1.02 for testing

Windows 2000 SP4

First the user has to install the driver for the ePass2000 by starting "eps2k_full.exe" from the

CD-ROM. The USB Token 2000 Run-time package will then be installed. After a reboot the

ePass2000  has  to  be  initialized  next  with  the  tool  ePass2000  Manager.  The  ePass2000

Manager shows the same GUI as the ePass1000 Manager. There are also two versions of the

ePass2000 Manager,  one for administrators and one for end users.  Only the administrator

version offers the option to initialize the ePass2000 token. In the administrator version under

"Config ePass2000" there are the following options:

� Initialize the token

� Change the SO PIN

� Change the token name

� Unblock the token

� Change the user PIN

The end user version of the ePass2000 Manager offers only the options:

� Change user PIN

� Change token name

Although the technical  specification states  that  the  ePass2000 has a  real  random number

generator and can generate 1024 bit RSA key pairs the tools did not provide any function to

generate keys. So this could not be tested. 

But  there is  a  function for  importing user certificates as PKCS #12.  Therefore we again

imported our test user certificates for testing. Upon connecting the token to the computer any

user certificate which was previously imported on the ePass2000 is automatically exported

into the WCM. The private key of the certificate stays on the device.

There is no hint about that the root certificate and the chain of trust also is stored on the token

when importing a PKCS #12 with a root certificate included. In any case we noticed that the

related certificates of the RootCA and any SubCA are not  automatically  exported to  the

WCM.  So  if  an  application  asks  for  valid  and  trusted  user  certificates  the  related  root

certificates as well as any SubCAs have to be imported to the WCM manually before and set

to trusted.
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eMail

The ePass2000 works pretty well with Outlook Express. The user only has to perform some

preparations before using Outlook Express. The user needs to import the certificates of his

RootCA and his SubCA to the WCM before he can sign eMail in  Outlook Express with

ePass2000. Only then the user certificate is valid and can be used for signing. The user will be

prompted  to  enter  the  PIN before  an  eMail  is  signed.  eMails  can  only  be  encrypted  to

recipients that are already listed in the address book with imported certificate. 

After  that  the ePass2000  can  be  used to  sign,  to  sign&encrypt,  and  encrypt  in  Outlook

Express.  And surely also for verifying a signed eMail and decrypting an eMail.  Only the

public part of the certificate is needed for that and this is stored in the WCM. 

The ePass2000 also works  perfectly  well  with  Outlook.  Outlook also asks  for  valid user

certificates and recipients need to be listed in the address book. If that is available all eMail

functions work with the token.

Before using Mozilla with the ePass2000 the PKCS #11 modul has to be loaded. The modul

is found in \WINNT\system32\ep2pk11.dll. Mind that the latest PKCS #11 driver for

the ePass2000 is needed
11

. It has to be downloaded from the Novaris website
12

. The PKCS #11

driver on the provided CD-ROM did not work properly. 

Next the user needs to import the certificates of his RootCA and SubCAs of the certificate

chain,  and all certificates from other persons, that shall receive encrypted eMail,  into the

Mozilla  certificate manager.  Thereafter  Mozilla  is  ready for  S/MIME functions  with  the

ePass2000.  Signing,  verifying,  signing&encrypting,  encrypting,  decrypting  and

decrypting&verifying work without any problem. Again while testing we only noticed that

the ePass2000 software reacts quite slow.

All descriptions on Mozilla above also apply to Thunderbird. If the latest PKCS #11 driver

is loaded and all necessary certificates imported into the certificate store of Thunderbird then

the ePass2000 can perform all S/MIME functions in Thunderbird. 

SSL connection

Establishing a SSL connection with the Internet Explorer (IE) works perfectly well. Upon

starting a SSL connection IE displays a window with a list of all user certificates in the WCM

and asks which certificate to use for the client authentication. Next the user will be prompted

to enter the PIN of the token and will then be asked if he accepts the server certificate. We

noticed that it takes a little time until the PIN entry prompt appears and the entry itself is

11 Unfortunately there are  no version numbers given for the PKCS #11 drivers which makes it difficult to

name the correct one. Anyway the  current version on the  Novaris support website worked without any

mistake.

12 It might be necessary to also download the file msvcp60.dll and to put this in the Windows system directory.

It is a MS Visual C++ Runtime Lib that is used by the latest PKCS #11 driver.
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accepted. Thus establishing a SSL connection using the ePass2000 is comparatively slower to

the other tested tokens.

SSL connections in Mozilla with ePass2000 is also funtioning. The user just has to load the

PKCS #11 modul as described above. Needless to say the user will be prompted to enter the

PIN before a SSL connection is set up properly.

Establishing a SSL connection with Firefox shows no problems. After loading the PKCS #11

driver of the ePass2000 via  Tools > Options > Advanced Options > Certificates > Manage

Security Devices in Firefox the ePass2000 is recognized. Upon starting a SSL connection the

user will be asked if he wants to accept the server certificate which is displayed. Then he will

be asked to enter the PIN for the token and if the correct PIN is entered the SSL connection

will be established.

As said before Opera does not support smart cards.

PDF documents

As we already mentioned Acrobat supports both MS CAPI and PKCS #11. Therefore it can

use certificates stored in the WCM as well as on any token that can be accessed through a

PKCS #11 interface.

As before we started the tests with signing PDF documents.  There was no problem with

signing or verifying PDF documents. A signature can only be verified if the signer is listed in

the "Trusted Identities". The current user himself can only verify his own signature after he

has set the trust for his certificate accordingly. 

Encrypting and signing&encrypting works flawlessly
13

. We only encountered problems while

trying to  open  encrypted or  signed&encrypted  PDF documents.  The  decryption  of  these

documents did not work at all. Although the PIN was correctly entered we received an error

messsage with the hint that we do not have the right to open the documents. Even loading the

latest PKCS #11 driver for Acrobat did not help. We could still not decrypt these PDF files.

Windows XP Professional SP2

The  tests  with  the  ePass2000  under  WinXPP produce  exactly  the  same  results  as  under

Win2000.

All four eMail clients Outlook Express, Outlook, Mozilla and Thunderbird work perfectly

well with the ePass2000. The user just has to use the latest PKCS #11 modul for Mozilla and

Thunderbird.

SSL connections with IE, Mozilla and Firefox are established without any problem.

13 We always crosschecked by importing the test user certificate as PKCS #12 directly into the WCM.
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The ePass2000 shows similar problems with encrypted PDF documents under WinXPP like

under Win2000. Encrypted or sign&encrypted PDF documents cannot be decrypted properly

and only the error message that the user "does not have the right to open the PDF document

appears.
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2.4. RSA Security

2.4.1. RSA USB Authenticator 6100

The USB Authenticator 6100 is a small plastic device that consists of a removable smart chip

plate, on a smart card, and a USB connector. First of all the user has to carefully remove the

smart chip plate from the card. Then the smart chip plate is inserted into the USB connector.

The token uses Java Card 2.1.1 as card OS and is "one of the first true Java-based smart chip

USB solutions".

According  to  the  technical  specification  given  by  RSA Security  the  token  supports  the

following standards:

� ISO 7816-1

� ISO 7816-2

� ISO 7816-3

� ISO 7816-4

and cryptographic methods:

� RSA 512 bit

� RSA 768 bit

� RSA 1024 bit

� DES

� 3DES (CBC, EBC)

� SHA-1

� MD5

We received the RSA USB Authenticator 6100 with two CD-ROMs for our tests. One CD-

ROM contain the Server part and the other CD-ROM the Client part of the RSA Sign-On

Manager software version 4.01. We only used the Client software for our tests.

Windows 2000 SP4

First the Script Engine isscript9.msi has to be installed which is contained on the client CD-

ROM. Then the Client Software (SignOnManager) can be installed. We only installed the

socalled Single Sign-on part of the software. Additionally the driver for Schlumberger/Axalto

e-gate Cryptoflex is necessary supporting the hardware token. The driver can also be found

on the CD-ROM or at http://www.reflexreaders.com/Support/software.html. 
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The  default  password  of  the  RSA  USB  Authenticator  6100  is  PIN_CODE.  In  the

SignOnManager  it  is  required  to  change  the  PIN  and  to  import  certificates  manually.

Installation of certificates only supports PKCS #12 files, obviously the CA certificates are not

imported  to  the  token  and  hence  also  not  exported  to  the  Windows  certificate  manager

(WCM). So the CA certificates have to be installed manually later in the WCM.

The software really implements single sign-on functionality. The PIN only has to be entered

once per session.

eMail

Outlook Express   works  perfectly  well  with the USB Authenticator  6100.  All  S/MIME

functions are performed without any mistake. Outlook Express only needs a valid certificate

for signing. So the certificates of the RootCA and all SubCAs have to be imported to the

WCM and their status needs to be set to trusted.  And for encryption the recipient has to

belisted in the address book with a matching certificate.

The tests with  Outlook are all successful. Outlook too requires valid user certificates and

recipient certificates listed in the address book. If these requirements are met then Outlook

performs all S/MIME functions without any problems.

A  PKCS  #11  module  is  provided  in  C:\Programs\RSA Security\RSA Sign-On
Manager Client\Pkcs11.dll. This  has  to  be  loaded  in  Mozilla using  the  Security

Device Manager. The user certificates on the token are then shown in the Mozilla certificate

manager (MCM). In the purposes column the value "Issuer Unknown" is displayed. Even

after  importing  the  root  certificate  this  does  not  change  and  the  user  certificate  is  still

considered  invalid.  S/MIME  functions  in  Mozilla  require  a  valid  certificate  and  could

therefore not be performed with the USB Authenticator 6100.
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The tests with Thunderbird showed exactly the same problem as with Mozilla. Thunderbird

also  cannot  validate  the  trust  path  of  the  user  certificate  on  the  token  and  even  with  a

manually imported root certificate the user certificate is assessed as invalid. For this reason

no S/MIME functions could be tested with the USB Authenticator 6100 for Thunderbird.

SSL connection

SSL authentication with Internet Explorer works at once without any problem. The browser

asks the user to choose a client certificate and asks for the PIN. After entering the valid PIN

the SSL connection is succesfully established.

As already described above the PKCS #11 modul does not work properly.  Therefore SSL

client authentication with Mozilla using the token is not possible and fails.

Firefox also has problems with the delivered PKCS #11 driver and cannot validate the user

certificate on the token. Therefore client authentication fails here as well and only produces

an error message "-12227".

Opera does not support any smart cards yet.

PDF documents

Acrobat and the USB Authenticator 6100 work very good together via the WCM. The user

just has to follow the usual procedures outlined in the other tests and he will be able to easily

sign, encrypt or sign&encrypt PDF documents. The user can also very easily verify, decrypt

or decrypt&verify documents. 

Windows XP Professional SP2

The test results with the USB Authenticator 6100 under WinXPP do not show any difference

to the results under Win2000. 

The applications that use MS CAPI and the WCM work perfectly  well together with the

token. There are no problems with Outlook Express, Outlook, IE or Acrobat.

But applications that use the PKCS #11 interface do not work properly with the token. Hence

there are problems with Mozilla, Thunderbird and Firefox. We can not exactly identify the

reason for that but assume that the PKCS #11 driver contain some minor bugs. 
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2.5. SafeNet

2.5.1. iKey 2032

The iKey 2032 is also a traditional smart card on an USB device. According to the technical

specification given by SafeNet it supports the following standards:

� Microsoft Crypto API 2.0

� PC/SC

� PKCS #11 v2.01 

and cryptographic methods:

� RSA 1024 bit

� RSA 2048 bit

� DES

� 3DES

� RC2

� SHA-1

� MD5

We tested the iKey 2032 with the Authentication Solution Management Utility (ASMU) 2.0

and the iKey driver 3.47.118.

Windows 2000 SP4

Upon starting the iKey2000ASMU20 software the ASMU 2.0 and the iKey driver 3.47.118

will be installed to the hard disk. After the installation the so called CIP utilities are available.

These utilities are necessary to administer the iKey 2032.

Starting the CIP utilities will display a window where all connected tokens are shown. The

iKey 2032 can be initialized by right clicking on the matching icon. For test purposes a 2048

bit RSA key pair can be generated on the token. Unfortunately this key pair is immediately

deleted after the tests. We tested very briefly the support of RSA keys with 2048 bit through

the import feature.  A test certificate with 2048 bit was manually  created and successfully

imported to the token under Win2000. 

User certificates can either be imported from the Windows certificate manager (WCM) or

directly as PKCS #12 file. All user certificates that are stored on the token are automatically

exported to the WCM upon inserting the token to the USB port. The CIP utilities offer the
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option to auto delete certificates from the WCM when removing the token.

eMail

All S/MIME functions in Outlook Express do work with the iKey 2032. Certainly Outlook

Express has to be set up properly as usual and described above for other tests. Recipients of

encrypted eMails must be listed forehand in the address book with a matching certificate. The

root certificate must be imported to the WCM and its status set to trusted.

The  S/MIME functions  also work  in  Outlook using  the  iKey  2032.  Again  recipients  of

encrypted eMails must be registered in the address book with matching certtificates imported.

The iKey 2032 is delivered with three different PKCS #11 drivers. But we nevertheless could

not  bring the token to  work with  Mozilla.  The driver  dkck132.dll serves as API for

PKCS  #11  v1.  Dkck201.dll  implements  the  API  for  PKCS  #11  2.01.  And
dkck232.dll is another API for PKCS #11 especially written for Netscape only. Although
Mozilla only supports PKCS #11 v2 and above we tested all three drivers. The latter two can
be used with Mozilla but they do not work properly. If one of the two drivers is loaded the
iKey 2032 is recognized by Mozilla and the user certificates on the token are exported to the
Mozilla certificate store. The user certificates are visible in the Mozilla certificate manager
(MCM) but they are invalid and not usable as the "purposes"  column displays  "Issuer

Unknown". Even if the root certificates are imported to the MCM manually the "purposes"

field does not change to eg "Client, Sign, Encrypt" which are necessary to perform SSL client

authentication or S/MIME functions.
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We even tested some older version of the PKCS #11 drivers for iKey 2032 but with no
success. It seems that we were not the only ones encountering these problems, please see
http://www.mail-archive.com/mozilla-crypto@mozilla.org/msg06021.html.  Therefore  iKey
could not be tested with Mozilla.

In Thunderbird we encountered the same problems as in Mozilla. After loading a PKCS #11
driver and importing the root certificates manually the user certificate is still invalid and not
usable. Here also the "Issuer Unknown" message is displayed. So the tests with Thunderbird
also proved to be unsuccessful.

SSL connection

The SSL client authentication in  Internet Explorer functions perfectly well with the iKey

2032. Upon starting a connection a window displays all client certificates in the WCM and

the  user  will  be  asked  to  choose  the  appropriate  certificate.  Following  that  the  user  is

prompted to enter the PIN. If the correct PIN is entered and the server certificate accepted the

SSL connection will be established.

As described above the PKCS #11 drivers for iKey 2032 do not work properly. Therefore both

Mozilla and Firefox could not be used to establish any SSL connection with the token.

Again Opera could not be tested as it does not support any standard for using smart cards. 

PDF documents

Acrobat  works  fully  with the iKey 2032 provided that  its  PKCS #11 driver is  loaded to

Acrobat via Advanced > Security Settings > Didital Ids > PKCS #11 Modules and Tokens. If

the driver is not loaded only signing works properly. Acrobat than uses the WCM interface.

But decrypting encrypted PDF documents produce error messages. If the driver is loaded than

all operations are working just fine.

Windows  XP Professional SP2

All iKey 2032 tests under WinXPP produce the same results as under Win2000.

Only Outlook Express and Outlook can perform S/MIME functions with the iKey2032, as

Mozilla and Thunderbird are not working with the available PKCS #11 modules.

SSL client  authentication is  only  possible  with IE, again as Mozilla  and Firefox  are not

working with the available PKCS #11 modules.

And Acrobat works satisfactionary with iKey 2032 if the PKCS #11 modul is loaded to it. 
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2.5.2. iKey 3000

The iKey 3000 is also a traditional smart card on an USB device. According to the technical

specification  given  by  SafeNet  (which  is  not  very  detailed),  it  supports  the  following

standards and algorithms:

� 1024 bit RSA operations, MD5

� ITSEC E4 High (chip+firmware), FIPS 140-1 level 2 (chip)

� PKCS #11, CAPI APIs

Because of the undetailed specifications, a short test importing a PKCS #12 file with a 2048

bit RSA keys was done. As expected the SafeSign software returned an error message saying

that  the  keylength is  either  less  than 768 bits  or  larger  than 1024 bits.  Obviously  larger

keysizes  won't  work.  The  iKey  3000  uses  a  new software,  SafeSign  2.0,  which  already

supports more smart cards and provides some very advanced features. For example the CA

certificates  are  imported  automatically  into  the  Windows  certificate  manager  (WCM).

Another example is the PKCS #11 module used by Mozilla which does not only display the

user certificate in the Mozilla certificate manager, but also the CA certificates, so these do not

have to be imported manually into the browser.

Windows 2000 SP4

The software for the iKey 3000 is named "SafeSign", it supports not only the SafeNet iKey

3000 but also a few other smart cards (eg Giesecke & Devrient STARCOS Cards, Java Card

v2.1.1  compliant  cards)  and  USB  tokens  (eg  Giesecke  &  Devrient  StarKey  100).  The

installation is straightforward using the usual InstallShield Wizard. The tools for the token

administration and a PKCS #11 module are provided. Additionally there exist an installer for

Netscape.  The  drivers  for  the  iKey  3000  are  installed  automatically  with  the  SafeSign

software. The provided token administration tool can change PINs, show the contents of the

card and import X.509 certificates.

The users key and certificates were imported from a PKCS #12 file. The default is to also

install CA certificates in the WCM if available. If an iKey 3000 already contains certificates,

these are installed automatically into the WCM on the first connect of the token (WCM only

ask the user about the installation of a new trusted root certificate).

The  display  of  the  installed  certificates  also  shows  the  certificate  chain  for  the  users

certificate and is  a comfortable interface.  Certificates that are untrusted by the WCM are

marked with a warning triangle icon, trusted certificates are displayed with a green logo.
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eMail

The creation of encrypted emails with Outlook Express requires the import of the recipients

certificate into Outlooks Express address book. Manual import of the certificate from a file as

well as receiving a signed mail from the recipient are possible ways to achieve this, it usually

requires  the  root  certificate  of  the  recipients  PKI  to  be  installed  in  the  list  of  trusted

authorites. When the new contact is created, encryption works on the first try. On signing an

email Outlook Express asks the user to enter the PIN of the token, signing and signature

validation works flawlessly as well  as working with emails that were received signed and

encrypted.

Outlook requires  the same  process  as  Outlook  Express,  after  the recipients  certificate  is

installed in the Outlook contact database encrypted mails can be created. Signing, signature

validation and decrypting is possible, combined signing and encryption works as well.

The SafeSign software provides a  Netscape Installer which also recognizes  Mozilla.  The

program opens Mozilla with a predefined webpage, which installs the PKCS #11 module on a

click on the displayed button.
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Alternatively  the  PKCS  #11  module  can  be  loaded  manually  from  the  Preferences

(Preferences > Privacy & Security > Manage Security Devices), the PKCS #11 module is

named aetpkss1.dll. The PKCS #11 module of SafeSign does not only provide the users

certificate to the Mozilla certificate manager, the belonging CA certificates are displayed in

the list of trusted authorites, too. It is still necessary to manually edit the trust level of the root

certificate to identify and accept email users though. To encrypt emails to another recipient

his certificate has to be imported into the Mozilla certificate manager.  After this process,

encrypting and signing, decrypting and validating are possible as well as combined signing

and encrypting.

The provided Netscape Installer does not recognize Thunderbird, so the PKCS #11 module

for  the  token  has  to  be  installed  manually  (using  the  Security  Device  Manager).  The

necessary process to enable S/MIME signing and encryption is the same as with Mozilla, the

results do not differ either.

SSL connection 

Client authentication using the iKey 3000 works out of the box with Internet Explorer. On

an  attempt  to  set  up  a  SSL connection to  the testserver the user  is  asked to  choose his

certificate, then the PIN of the token has to be entered. After this the authentication to the

server is handled successfully.

Mozilla requires the installation of the PKCS #11 module (see above in the eMail section)

and the trust settings for the root certificate. Mozilla usually chooses the certificate to  be
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presented to the server automatically, the user only needs to enter the PIN of the token. The

SSL connection is then established.

Besides   the  different  location and look of  the  preferences,  Firefox behaves exactly  like

Mozilla, SSL client authentication works on the first try.

Because of its missing smart card support, Opera could not be tested.

PDF documents

To be able to encrypt a PDF document it is necessary to import the recipients certificate into

the certificate management of Acrobat (using  Advanced > Trusted Identities and selecting

"Add Contacts") . The encryption itself works as described above in the KOBIL mIDentity

section. On opening of the document, Acrobat asks for the iKey 3000 PIN and decrypts the

document successfully. Signing can be done invisibly (signatures are only displayed in the

status fields of the Acrobat GUI) or visibly (signatures are displayed in the document itself).

After  choosing the area for  the signature to  be applied to,  the reason for signing can be

chosen. Acrobat asks for the PIN of the token and successfully signs the document. Again it

may be necessary to edit the trust level of the belonging root certificate (or the own user

certificate) to make Acrobat display a valid,  trusted signature. So encryption, signing and

combined signing and encrypting does work with no worries.
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Windows XP Professional SP2

All tests under WinXPP mirror the results from the Win2000 tests described above.
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2.6. Linux

Additional short tests were conducted to check for existing Linux support14. On Linux, the

packages OpenCT and OpenSC15 provide a standardized support for many different types of

smart cards:

� EMV compatible cards

� Siemens CardOS

� Schlumberger Multiflex/Cryptoflex

� Schlumberger Cyberflex

� Gemplus GPK driver

� MioCOS 1.1 cards

� MICARDO 2.1 cards

� OpenPGP card

� JCOP cards with BlueZ PKCS #15 applet

� Oberthur AuthentIC.v2/CosmopolIC.v4

� Setec smart cards

� STARCOS SPK 2.3 cards

� TCOS 2.0 cards

The packages provide a handfull of tools to access smart cards and USB-tokens.  OpenCT

provides drivers for smart cards, OpenSC uses these (and those from pcsc-lite16) to implement

a high-level access interface to all supported tokens. Additionally OpenSC contains a PKCS

#11 module which can be used to access the tokens from applications like Netscape, Mozilla,

Thunderbird and FireFox.

From the descriptions of the supported smart card operating systems, only a few of the tested

tokens are potentially supported: The KOBIL mIDentity (TCOS), Aladdin eToken (Siemens

CardOS), SafeNet iKey 2032 and 3000 and Novaris ePass2000 (STARCOS).

So a first test was to insert the token and to see if OpenCT recognizes the token at all. This is

done with the following commands:

14 The article [Kirch2003] gives a short overview of software support for Smart Cards on Linux.

15 The webpages of the OpenSC project  at: http://www.opensc.org/ give further details and has documentation

on OpenSC and OpenCT. The article  [Jellinghaus2003] gives an introduction to OpenSC. The User- and

technical manual of OpenSC [OpenSCManual] is available and also a guide [OpenSCGuide] about guide is

about initialising and personalising Smart Cards with OpenSC.

16 pcsc-lite  is  the  Linux  implementation  of  certain  parts  of  the  standard  PC/SC.  "The  Interoperability

Specification for ICCs and Personal Computer Systems (PC/SC) has been developed to ease the introduction

of smart cards into the world of PCs.  The main advantage of PC/SC is that applications do not have to be

aware of the details regarding the smart card reader in order to communicate with the smart card. Moreover,

the  application  can  function  with  any  reader  complying  with  the  PC/SC  standard."  See

http://www.pcscworkgroup.com/index.php?c 
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# openct-control init
# openct-tool list
  0 Aladdin eToken PRO

In this case an eToken Pro was found. Additional tools enable PKCS #15 handling (erasing

the card, RSA key generation on the card, import of keys and certificates), some OpenSC

tools simply provide access to the card on filesystem level (eg opensc-tool and opensc-
explorer).

Using OpenSC, the eToken Pro and the iKey 3000 worked. They were initialized with a

PKCS #15 structure on which the keys and certificates were stored:

# pkcs15-init --reader 0 --erase-card
# pkcs15-init --reader 0 --create-pkcs15
# pkcs15-init --reader 0 --auth-id 1 --store-pin --pin "myPin" \
              --puk "myPUK" --label "myToken"
# pkcs15-init --reader 0 --auth-id 1 --store-private-key userkey.pem
# pkcs15-init --reader 0 --auth-id 1 --store-certificate usercert.pem
# pkcs15-init --reader 0 --auth-id 1 --store-certificate rootca.pem
# pkcs15-init --reader 0 --auth-id 1 --store-certificate userca.pem

After  this  procedure,  the  OpenSC  PKCS  #11  module  (/usr/lib/pkcs11/opensc-

pkcs11.so)  could  be  loaded  by  Mozilla  and  was  used  to  connect  successfully  to  the

testserver. 

Unfortunately after this procedure both tokens could not be used with the vendor software

provided for Win2000 (a problem that is  already known by the developers of OpenSC as

stated  in  http://www.opensc.org/pipermail/opensc-devel/2004-April/003868.html).  The

vendor software simply displays an empty token when the certificates were previously stored

on the card using the Linux pkcs15 tool. It remains to be tested if the tokens will work with

a Windows installation of OpenSC though the good support of the Microsoft Crypto-API (eg

installing certificates in the Windows certificate manager) would be missing completely in

this case and therefore all Windows clients depending on the Microsoft Crypto-API (Outlook,

Outlook Express and Internet  Explorer)  will not  be usable at all.  As OpenCS provides a

PKCS  #11  implementation,  it  should  be  possible  though  to  support  Netscape,  Mozilla,

Thunderbird and FireFox on Windows systems as well  as the PKCS #11 implementation

whould  hide  the  internal  use  of  PKCS  #15.  This  remains  to  be  tested  as  well.  But

pragmatically it is to be expected that in real life the tokens are forced to be used only under

constraints that rule out many combinations of  operating systems and applications.

For some tokens additional support exists for Linux. For example, for the ePass 1000 tools

exist that provide authentication support for OpenSSH or PAM (Pluggable Authentication

Modules),  further  information  can  be  found  at
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http://openfortress.nl/doc/essay/OnetimeHMAC/ and  http://openfortress.nl/product/shaman/.

For the iKey 3000 a Linux PKCS #11 module is provided by SafeNet. This probably enables

the card to work both on Linux and Windows.

So as the first look revealed, the support of smart cards is still missing crucial aspects for end

users and organizations. It is always a good idea to check for the latest version of the smart

card software as it is still under very active development. Nevertheless even with supported

USB  tokens  the  usability  is  sometimes  restricted  to  certain  operating  systems  and

applications. This does not imply that Linux does not support smart cards , in this case it is

much more a result of bad interactions between the software used on both operating systems.

For more detailed results further testing will be necessary once the developers have taken the

recent problems into consideration and have adopted a compatible framework.
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3. Results

As the tests progressed, some issues important for the use of USB tokens in- and outside

organizations became obvious. While some of them can be addressed by the user itself, others

will be inherent once a decision for a specific product is made.

This report should not be seen as the perfect buyer's guide, instead it provides a snapshot of

today's technologies. Tomorrow, just by downloading an updated version of a driver from a

vendor's web site, a problem we had in our tests will be resolved. On the other hand, even

with the same hardware revisions and software versions you might experience other and even

much more problems due to  unsupported hardware configurations or a changed operating

system status in regards to installed – or not installed – patches, fixes, etc.

Therefore the results of the report should be seen in two different dimensions:

1. The  technical  point  of  view –  USB  token  can  be  applied  in  homogenuous  work

environments and most of them provide the functionality they have been designed for!

2. The application point  of view – USB token support the majority  of clients in use by

today's users for S/MIME and SSL, although the user support and interface could be more

beneficial for the end user!

These are actually good news, much better then we originally expected at the beginning. To

highlight the areas that are of greatest interest based on the detailed results we will review the

tests again.

Storage Devices vs. Smartcards

As it can be expected the storage devices do not by themselves provide functionalities on the

application level (eg S/MIME or SSL), therefore it is much "easier" for them to pass the tests.

From the application point of view it is still a software certificate. So it is no surprise that

both products in the project passed the tests.

While some of the more security conscise users will claim, that storage token do not provide

the overall security of smart cards, protecting files whenever they are not in use would be a

good step forward and actually reduce the opportunities for attacks. Certainly more security

can be provided by smart cards, but this comes with more complexity, clearly demonstrated

by our test results.

Drivers

Most PC users today know, that it is critical to have the right driver, although it is sometimes

difficult to access, which one is actually the right one. Therefore it comes at no surprise that

at least the Novaris products made it necessary to go to the vendor's web site to download the

most  recent  version  of  the  PKCS  #11  interface  (see  next)  before  it  actually  worked

satisfactionary.

MS Crypto-API vs. PKCS #11
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We noticed that  there is  a  big difference on Windows Systems whether the products  are

accessed through the MS Crypto-API or the PKCS#11 interface. The difference is the range

of applications actually supported, as they come in two groups, one depending on the MS

Crypto-API  (MS  Outlook,  MS  Outlook  Express,  MS  Internet  Explorer),  the  other  one

depending  on the PKCS#11 interface (Mozilla,  Thunderbird,  Firefox).  Strangely – or  not

surprisingly, depends, how you look at things – the product support for the MS Crypto-API

showed no problems whatsoever. Products that had problems in the tests were almost always

then accessed through the PKCS #11 interface. It remains unclear due to the level of detailed

analysis we were able to invest during the tests, where the problem really resides – in the

application, in the PKCS #11 interface or in the USB token. We hope that our tests will help

to resolve such issues, as we are reporting our insights back to the vendors.

S/MIME and SSL vs. Acrobat

Our tests with the cryptographic functions available in more recent versions of Acrobat were

very  successful,  only two out  of  eight  products  showed  problems impacting parts  of  the

functionality.

Windows vs. Linux

As we already stated somewhat cryptically, it is much easier to provide users with workable

solutions within homogenuous environment. Although we had hoped to identify products that

would allow an  user  to  switch  not  only  between Windows and  Linux  desktops  but  also

between applications (MS Crypto-API and PKCS #11 interface) easily, this is not easy at all.

Due to the technical incompatibilities we were running into, we had to give up our original

strategy and concentrate on the majority of expected usages instead focusing our efforts on

technical interesting, but not necessarily critical, experiments.

The bottom line however is, that many things work already, but as you add more requirements

and ask for more flexibility, your mileage might vary.

The user point of view

Also obvious from the very much redundant text in many test descriptions, there is some drill

all users have to go through once they start using such tokens. Only one product out of eight

helped  the  user  by  copying the root  and SubCA certificates  from the USB-token to  the

certificate storage used by the application. It  seems, that product  developers still  need to

invest time and effort to improve the look and feel of security in this regard and lift manual

work from the users.

Overall – as said before – we are not giving any recommendation for any specific product.

Instead  we  encourage  all  organizations  that  would  like  to  apply  USB-tokens  in  their

environment  to  build  upon  this  report,  conduct  own  tests  especially  addressing  the  user

interface,  the user  needs  and the  look-and-feel  and adopt  a  product  based on their user's

feedback  and  the  application  support  they  need.  However  we  are  quiet  sure,  that  most

organizations will be able to identify workable solutions based on available products and by

that will be able to address severe security concerns.
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We would very much like to learn from other projects in this regard and hope, to continue this

work at some later stage, incorporating more lessons learned as well as more USB tokens and

applications.
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Windows 2000 SP4

Outlook XP

Mozilla 1.7.2

Thunderbird 1.0

Internet Explorer 6.0 SP1 SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok
Mozilla 1.7.2 SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok see Mozilla eMail above see Mozilla eMail above SSL ok
Firefox 1.0 SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok see Thunderbird above see Thunderbird above SSL ok
Opera 7.54

PDF documents Acrobat 7.0

Outlook XP

Mozilla 1.7.2

Thunderbird 1.0

Internet Explorer 6.0 SP1 SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok
Mozilla 1.7.2 SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok see Mozilla eMail above see Mozilla eMail above SSL ok
Firefox 1.0 SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok SSL ok see Thunderbird above see Thunderbird above SSL ok
Opera 7.54

PDF documents Acrobat 7.0

Aladdin 
eToken R2

Aladdin 
eToken PRO

KOBIL 
mIDentity L

Novaris
ePass 1000

Novaris
ePass2000

RSA 
USB Authenticator 6100

Safenet 
iKey 2032

Safenet 
iKey 3000

eMail Clients 
(x.509 Certificates and 
S/MIME)

Outlook Express 6.0 
SP1

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt ok but could not verify

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok (with latest PKCS #11 
driver)
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok (with latest PKCS 
#11 driver)

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok (with latest PKCS #11 
driver)
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok (with latest PKCS 
#11 driver)

PKCS #11 driver did not work 
properly with application

PKCS #11 driver did not work 
properly with application

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt ok but could not verify

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok (with latest PKCS #11 
driver)
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok (with latest PKCS 
#11 driver)

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok (with latest PKCS #11 
driver)
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok (with latest PKCS 
#11 driver)

PKCS #11 driver did not work 
properly with application

PKCS #11 driver did not work 
properly with application

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

Web Browser 
(SSL Connections)

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
could not decrypt
sign&encrypt ok
could not decrypt and therefore also 
not verify

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
could not decrypt
sign&encrypt ok
could not decrypt and therefore also 
not verify

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

Windows XP 
Professional SP2
eMail Clients 
(x.509 Certificates and 
S/MIME)

Outlook Express 6.0 
SP1

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt ok but could not verify

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok (with latest PKCS #11 
driver)
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok (with latest PKCS 
#11 driver)

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok (with latest PKCS #11 
driver)
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok (with latest PKCS 
#11 driver)

PKCS #11 driver did not work 
properly with application

PKCS #11 driver did not work 
properly with application

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt ok but could not verify

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok (with latest PKCS #11 
driver)
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok (with latest PKCS 
#11 driver)

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok (with latest PKCS #11 
driver)
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok (with latest PKCS 
#11 driver)

PKCS #11 driver did not work 
properly with application

PKCS #11 driver did not work 
properly with application

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

Web Browser 
(SSL Connections)

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
could not decrypt
sign&encrypt ok
could not decrypt and therefore also 
not verify

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
could not decrypt
sign&encrypt ok
could not decrypt and therefore also 
not verify

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok

sign ok
verify ok
encrypt ok
decrypt ok
sign&encrypt ok
decrypt&verify ok
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General Description

Dimensions (mm) 47x16x8 47x16x8 50 x 17 x 7 77 x 22 x 12 57,15 x 15,875 x 7,9375

Weight (g) 5 5 6-8 6 13.5
Hardware Systems 16 or 31 KB 16 or 32 KB 32 KB memory 256 MB memory

Supported Platforms

Connectivity USB type A USB type A USB 1.1 USB 1.1 USB Low Speed 1.5 Mbit/s USB 1.1

Smartcard OS StarCOS Java Card v2.1.1 StarCOS 2.3.
Cryptographic APIs ISO 7816-4

ITSEC LE4

Memory Cell Rewrites Min. 100,000 Min. 500,000 times Min. 100,000 times Min. 100,000 times 500,000 write/erase cycles
Memory Data Retention Min. 10 years Min.10 years Min. 10 years Min. 10 years 10 years

RSA 1024 bit RSA 1024 bit RSA 1024 bit

DES-X 120 bit MD5 HMAC 3DES 168 bit

Digital Signing RSA 1024 bit RSA 1024 bit RSA 1024 bit

Hash Digest Algorithms MD5 SHA-1

Miscellaneous

WWW

(All information based on descriptions and manuals from the manufacturers. No warranty of any kind is given for the correctness or completeness of the information.)

Aladdin 
eToken R2

Aladdin 
eToken PRO

Novaris
ePass 1000

Novaris
ePass2000

KOBIL 
mIDentity L

RSA 
USB Authenticator 6100

Safenet 
iKey 2000/2032

Safenet 
iKey 3000

USB-device with secured and 
encryptedEEPROM memory 
chip

USB-device with smartcard 
chip and flash memory

USB device only with flash 
memory

USB device with flash memory, 
and built-in card reader, smart 
card chip and USB 
communication chip

USB device with smart card 
and flash memory

Small p lastic device that 
consists of a removable smart 
chip  plate on a smart card, and 
a connector

USB device with 32 KB 
EEPROM and 8bit processor 

USB device with 32 kb 
EEPROM and 8bit processor 

Physical 
Characteristics

58 x 14 x7 or 
50 x17 x 7

8 KB memory or
32 KB memory

Enhanced 8-bit CPU wit 
extended addressing mode
96 KB ROM
4 KB RAM
32 KB EEPROM

8-bit-processor
32 KB memory

32 KB EEPROM
Up to 20 KB available for 
certificates and key storage

System 
Requirements

Win 98
Win ME
Win 2000
Win XP
Win NT4.0
and later Windows versions

Win 98
Win ME
Win 2000
Win XP
Win NT4.0
and later Windows versions

Win 98
Win ME
Win 2000
Win XP
Win NT4.0
MacOS 8
MacOS 9
Linux

Win 98
Win ME
Win 2000
Win XP
Win NT4.0
MacOS 8
MacOS 9
Linux

Win 2000 SP3
Win XP SP1
Win 2003 Server

Win2000 SP4
WinXPP SP1

Win 95
Win 98
Win NT SP4
Win 2000
Win XPP

Win 95
Win 98
Win NT SP4
Win 2000
Win XPP

USB 1.1 Full Speed
USB 2.0 High Speed

USB 1.1
USB 2.0
1,5 Mbits per second transfer

Technical 
Specifications PKCS#11

Microsoft CAPI
PC/SC

PKCS#11
Microsoft CAPI
PC/SC

Microsoft Crypto API
PC/SC
PKCS#11

Microsoft Crypto API
Microsoft PC/SC
PKCS#11 v2.10

Microsoft Crypto API
PC/SC
PKCS#11

Microsoft Crypto API 2.0
PC/SC
PKCS#11 v2.01 

Microsoft Crypto API (CSP)
Microsoft PC/SC
PKCS#11 v2.11 

Cryptographic 
Hardware Validation

FIPS 140-1 Level 2 validated - 
Certificate No. 161
ITSec E4 high-evaluated

StarCOS 2.3.
ITSec E4 high-evaluated

Cryptographic 
Functions

Onboard symmetric DES-X 
challenge response 
authentication

Asymmetric key pair 
generation (RSA);
Symmetric key generation 
(DES, 3DES);
Hardware-secured key storage;
onboard signing and 
encryption;

Asymmetric key pair 
generation (RSA);
Symmetric key generation 
(DES, 3DES, RC2);
Hardware-secured key storage;
All signing and encryption 
operations are performed inside 
the token;

On-card key generation: 
DES/3DES and RSA (512-768-
1024-bit)
RSA signature: 512-768-1024 
bit
DES, 3DES(CBC,EBC), SHA-1
ANSI X9.31 PRNG

Asymmetric key pair 
generation (RSA);
Symmetric key generation 
(DES, 3DES, RC2);
Hardware-secured key 
management and storage;
Onboard digital signing:

On-token cryptographic 
generator for fast RSA key pair 
generation;
On-token key signing;

Additional Supported 
Standards

x.509 v3
SSL v3
IPSec/IKE

x.509 v3
SSL v3
IPSec/IKE

x.509 v3
SSL v3
IPSec/IKE

x.509 v3
SSL v3
IPSec/IKE
ISO 7816-3 
ISO 7816-4

x.509 v3
SSL v3
S/MIME
ISO 7816

ISO 7816-1
ISO 7816-2
ISO 7816-3
ISO 7816-4

PKCS#12
PKCS#15

Cryptographic 
Algorithms

Asymmetric Key 
Encryption

RSA 1024 bit
DSA

RSA 512 bit
RSA 768 bit
RSA 1024 bit

RSA 1024 bit
RSA 2048 bit

Symmetric Key 
Algorithms

DES
3DES

DES
3DES

DES
3DES (CBC,EBC)

DES
3DES
RC2

RSA 1024 bit
DSA

RSA 512 bit
RSA 768 bit
RSA 1024 bit

RSA 1024 bit
RSA 2048 bit

SHA-1
MD5

SHA-1
MD5

SHA-1
MD5

SHA-1
MD5

Vendor Contact 
Information

Aladdin Knowledge Systems 
GmbH
Gabriele-Muenter-Straße 1
D - 82110 Germering
Germany
eMail:info@aladdin.de
Tel: +49-89-894221-0
Fax: +49-89-894221-40

Aladdin Knowledge Systems 
GmbH
Gabriele-Muenter-Straße 1
D - 82110 Germering
Germany
eMail:info@aladdin.de
Tel: +49-89-894221-0
Fax: +49-89-894221-40

Novaris Innovative 
Technologies
Koninksweg 28
7597 LW Saasveld
The Netherlands
eMail: sales@epass.nl
Tel: +31 (0)74 2782438
Fax: +31 (0)74 2780498

Novaris Innovative 
Technologies
Koninksweg 28
7597 LW Saasveld
The Netherlands
eMail: sales@epass.nl
Tel: +31 (0)74 2782438
Fax: +31 (0)74 2780498

KOBIL Systems GmbH 
Headquarter Germany 
Pfortenring 11
D-67547 Worms
Germany
eMail:marketing@kobil.com
Tel: +49 (6241) 3004-0
Fax: +49 (6241) 3004-80

RSA Security GmbH
Leopoldstr. 244
80807 München
Germany
eMail: 
germany.info@rsasecurity.com
Tel: +49 89 24445 2090
Fax: +49 89 24445 5052

SafeNet Deutschland GmbH
Deutschland, Österreich und 
Schweiz
eMail: sales@de.safenet-
inc.com
Tel: +49 (0180) 37246269 
Fax: +49 (0180) 3000924

SafeNet Deutschland GmbH
Deutschland, Österreich und 
Schweiz
eMail: sales@de.safenet-
inc.com
Tel: +49 (0180) 37246269 
Fax: +49 (0180) 3000924

http://www.alladin.de/
http://www.alladin.de/produkte/
usbtoken_esecurity/etoken_r2.
html

http://www.alladin.de/
http://www.alladin.de/produkte/
usbtoken_esecurity/etoken_pr
o_usb.html

http://www.epass.nl/en/epass.h
tml
http://www.epass.nl/en/product
s/epass1000.html

http://www.epass.nl/en/epass.h
tml
http://www.epass.nl/en/product
s/epass2000.html

http://www.kobil.de/
http://www.kobil.de/d/index.php
?m=products&s=midentity

http://www.rsasecurity.com/
http://www.rsasecurity.com/nod
e.asp?id=1219

http://www.safenet-inc.com/
http://de.safenet-inc.com/

http://www.safenet-inc.com/
http://de.safenet-inc.com/
http://www.de.rainbow.com/pro
ducts/ikey/ikey3000.asp
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Token ActivCard USB-Key e-gate USB smart card Eutron CryptoIdentity

Vendor ActivCard Aladdin Axalto Datakey Novaris Eutron

Telephon +49 (0)811-60 09 57 00 +49-89-894221-0 +49 69 2383 3100 +49 (0) 6196-950 40 0 +31 (0)74 2782438 035-6970.80
URL

Token G&D StarSign Token OpenPGP Card

Vendor Giesecke & Devrient KOBIL g10 Code GmbH RSA Security Safenet (Rainbow) Towitoko

Telephon +49 (0)89 4119-1677 +49 (6241) 3004-0 +49 2104 173855 +49 89 24445 2090 0180/37246269 +49 89 9595 5000
URL http://www.chipdrive.de/

eToken R2
eToken PRO USB
eToken PRO Smart Card

Datakey Smart Cards
Datakey Smart Key

ePass1000
ePass2000

Contact 
address

German Sales
ActivCard GmbH
Airport Business Centre
Am Soeldnermoos 17
D-85399 Hallbergmoos
Germany

Aladdin Knowledge Sys-
tems (Deutschland) GmbH
Gabriele-Muenter-Straße 1
D - 82110 Germering
Deutschland � Germany

Axalto GmbH
Otto-Hahn-Strasse 36
63303 Dreieich
Germany

Am Kronberger Hang 2
D-65824 Schwalbach/Ts.
Frankfurt, Germany

Novaris Innovative Techno-
logies
Koninksweg 28
7597 LW Saasveld
the Netherlands

Eutron spa
Via Gandhi 12
24048 Treviolo Bergamo 
(BG)

http://www.activcard.com/e
n/products/4_3_authenticat
ion_devices.php

http://www.aladdin.de/prod
ukte/usbtoken_esecurity/et
oken_uebersicht.html

http://www.axalto.com/info
sec/egate.asp

http://www.datakey.com/pr
oducts/products.shtml

http://products.epass.nl/ep
ass-products.html

http://www.cryptoidentity.e
utron.com/eng/home.asp

KOBIL MIDentity (USB)
KOBIL SmartCard Reader

RSA SecurID 5100 Smart 
Card
RSA SecurID 6100 USB 
Token

iKey 1000
iKey 2000/2032
iKey 3000

Towitoko Chipdrive Smart 
Card

Contact 
address

Headquarter Germany 
Pfortenring 11
D-67547 Worms

g10 Code GmbH
Hüttenstr. 61
D-40699 Erkrath
Germany

RSA Security GmbH
Leopoldstr. 244
80807 München

SCM Microsystems GmbH
Smartcard Solutions
Oskar-Messter-Str. 13
D-85737 Ismaning

http://www.gi-
de.com/portal/page?_pagei
d=36,67562&_dad=portal&
_schema=PORTAL

http://www.kobil.de/d/prod
ucts/midentity/_index.php
http://www.konil.de/d/inde
x.php?m=products

http://www.g10code.de/p-
card.html

http://www.rsascurity.com/
node.asp?id=1217
http://www.rsasecurity.com
/node.asp?id=1215

http://www.safenet-inc.-
com/products/ikey/index.as
p
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Appendix D: Applied Windows Hotfixes and Updates

Page 60 of 60 (c) 2004-2005 SURFnet and DFN-CERT Services

Windows 2000 SP4 Windows XP Professional SP2
IE 6.0 SP1 KB 842773 BITS 2.0
SP4 KB 835732 Sicherheitsupdate

KB 867801 Kumulatives Sicherheitsupdate KB 828741 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 823353 Kumulatives Sicherheitsupdate 329834 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 828026 Wichtiges Update Q 329048 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 870669 Wichtiges Update Q 323255 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 840315 Sicherheitsupdate 817606 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 842526 Sicherheitsupdate 823559 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 841873 Sicherheitsupdate 821557 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 841872 Sicherheitsupdate Q 329390 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 839643 Sicherheitsupdate Q 329115 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 839645 Sicherheitsupdate 329170 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 837001 Sicherheitsupdate 811630 Wichtiges Update
KB 828741 Sicherheitsupdate 810577 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 835732 Sicherheitsupdate Q 329441 Wichtiges Update
KB 832483 Sicherheitsupdate 815021 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 828749 Sicherheitsupdate
KB 828035 Sicherheitsupdate SP1
KB 825119 Sicherheitsupdate KB 867801

KB 826232 Sicherheitsupdate KB 823353

KB 824105 Sicherheitsupdate KB 839645 Sicherheitsupdate für Win XP
KB 823182 Sicherheitsupdate KB 841873 Sicherheitsupdate für Win XP

823559 Sicherheitsupdate KB 840315 Sicherheitsupdate für Win XP

816093 Sicherheitsupdate KB 870669
814078 Sicherheitsupdate KB 839643 Sicherheitsupdate für Win XP

Stammzertifikatupdate KB 837001 Sicherheitsupdate für Win XP
818043 Empfohlenes Update KB 826939 Update-Rollup 1 für WinXP

KB 820888 Update 814078

822831 Empfohlenes Update KB 832483

KB 828026
KB 840374 Sicherheitsupdate für Win XP

817787
819696 Sicherheitsupdate für Win XP

KB 824141 Sicherheitsupdate für Win
KB 823182 Sicherheitsupdate für Win
KB 824105 Sicherheitsupdate für Win
KB 825119 Sicherheitsupdate für Win XP
KB 828035 Sicherheitsupdate für Win XP

SP2
KB 873374 Windows Update

Kulmulatives Sicherheitsupdate 
für IE 6.0 SP1
Kulmulatives Sicherheitsupdate 
für Outlook 6.0 SP1

Wichtiges Update für 
ADODB.stream

Sicherheitsupdate (Jscript 
Version 5.6)
Sicherheitsupdate für MS Data 
Access Components
Wichtiges Update für 
Skriptbefehle von Win Media 
Player

Sicherheitsupdate für Win Media 
Player für XP


